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Gender-based stereotypes undermine females� performance on challenging math tests, but how do they influence their ability to
learn from the errors they make? Females under stereotype threat or non-threat were presented with accuracy feedback after
each problem on a GRE-like math test, followed by an optional interactive tutorial that provided step-wise problem-solving
instruction. Event-related potentials tracked the initial detection of the negative feedback following errors [feedback related
negativity (FRN), P3a], as well as any subsequent sustained attention/arousal to that information [late positive potential (LPP)].
Learning was defined as success in applying tutorial information to correction of initial test errors on a surprise retest 24-h later.
Under non-threat conditions, emotional responses to negative feedback did not curtail exploration of the tutor, and the amount of
tutor exploration predicted learning success. In the stereotype threat condition, however, greater initial salience of the failure
(FRN) predicted less exploration of the tutor, and sustained attention to the negative feedback (LPP) predicted poor learning from
what was explored. Thus, under stereotype threat, emotional responses to negative feedback predicted both disengagement
from learning and interference with learning attempts. We discuss the importance of emotion regulation in successful rebound
from failure for stigmatized groups in stereotype-salient environments.
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Gender gaps in math achievement widen as women progress

through the academic and career pipeline. Although various

reasons have been considered for this gap (Ceci et al., 2009),

there is increasing evidence that stereotype threat (ST) is an

important societal factor that may be preventing women

from reaching their full potential (Spencer et al., 1999). ST

occurs when a member of a group fears they will confirm a

stereotype of poor performance in a given domain, which

often leads to performance decrements for individuals who

identify strongly with both the stereotyped group and

domain (Steele, 1997). Although much research has been

aimed at understanding the mechanisms underlying its ef-

fects on performance outcomes, there has been little pub-

lished work addressing its effects on learning (Rydell et al.,

2010a,b), and none that has directly addressed the under-

lying cognitive and emotional mechanisms for any observed

learning decrements.

Under what circumstances would ST affect learning the

most? When material is new or difficult, the probability of a

negative outcome is increased. If ST is ‘in the air,’ stigma-

tized individuals may interpret this negative feedback as con-

firmation of the stereotype of low ability, rather than as a

natural part of the learning process. These negative

appraisals of ability could then activate negative thoughts

and feelings about the self that interfere with effective

engagement with learning opportunities, the very opportu-

nities that could foster mastery of the material. Over time,

ineffective learning could translate into real achievement

gaps that could perpetuate negative stereotypes. Yet, even

in challenging, stereotype-activating situations, some females

are able learn effectively (Good et al., 2008). What are the

factors that mitigate the damaging effects on learning?

The present study focused on the emotional and cognitive

processes that differentiate those females who rebound from

math errors under ST from those who succumb. To this aim,

we created a math-based version of a paradigm we have

previously used to study error correction in general know-

ledge domains (Butterfield and Mangels, 2003; Mangels

et al., 2006). In this task, responses to challenging math

problems were followed by both accuracy feedback and an

opportunity to engage with an on-line math tutor after each

problem. Later, participants were given a surprise retest to

evaluate the extent to which they were able to learn from the

tutor and rebound from their initial errors. Our primary

questions concerned whether ST influences females’ emo-

tional responses to negative feedback, and whether these

emotional responses predicted: (i) use of the tutor
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(i.e. engagement with learning) and (ii) the ability to correct

the errors on a retest (i.e. success in learning).

Much recent research indicates that emotional processing

interferes with cognitive processing under ST (Wraga et al.,

2007; Krendl et al., 2008), either by directly or indirectly

sapping the working memory resources needed for successful

task performance (for review see Schmader et al., 2008).

These emotion-related costs appear to stem both from

increased vigilance for threat-relevant information, such as

signs of failure (Forbes et al., 2008), as well as counterpro-

ductive attempts to regulate the negative emotions elicited

by this information, such as through rumination (Beilock

et al., 2007) or emotion suppression (Johns et al., 2008).

Although both vigilance and maladaptive emotion regula-

tion may disrupt learning, they may do so through some-

what different cognitive mechanisms. Studies of anxious

individuals sometimes find that increased vigilance for

threat-relevant information is followed by active avoidance

of that information when it is detected, as means of regulat-

ing the anxiety it provokes (Mogg et al., 2004; Buckner et al.,

2010). Indeed, studies have shown that some individuals

under ST will buffer threats to self-esteem by dissociating

themselves from threat-relevant information (Cohen et al.,

1999). Extending this to the present study, greater vigilance

and initial sensitivity to negative feedback may under-

mine learning by motivating individuals to regulate their

arousal by distancing themselves from the tutorial learning

opportunity. In contrast, attempts to regulate ones emo-

tional response by focusing on the response itself, through

either rumination or suppression, will likely divert cogni-

tive resources from processing task-relevant information

(Richards and Gross, 2000, 2006). If this were the case,

individuals may appear motivated to investigate the tutor,

but their ability to deeply process the information it

provided would be limited by the demands of concur-

rently monitoring the persistent thoughts and emotions

the negative feedback elicited.

Given the different roles that initial threat-sensitivity

and sustained emotional processing may play in ST effects

on learning, we employed the high temporal resolution of

event-related potentials (ERPs) to capture how emotional

responses to negative feedback unfold under ST without

invoking the demand characteristics of self-report (Spencer

et al., 1999). We focused our analysis on three ERP wave-

forms: the medial frontal feedback-related negativity (FRN),

the anterior P3 (P3a) and the posteriorally-maximal late

positive potential (LPP). Drawing upon previous research,

we relate these waveforms, respectively, to the relatively

automatic appraisal of feedback valence (Simons, 2010),

the subsequent orienting to the feedback as a function of

its motivational salience (Friedman et al., 2001; Mangels

et al., 2006), and the sustained attentional processes that

are sensitive to the subjective level of emotional arousal

the feedback elicits (Hajcak et al., 2010). We expect that,

together, the FRN and P3a will primarily measure the effects

of ST on individuals’ initial sensitivity to feedback valence,

whereas the LPP should track the dynamics of arousal

up-regulation, as might be produced by rumination or sup-

pression (Hajcak et al., 2010). Although the LPP has trad-

itionally been assessed with complex picture stimuli (e.g.

faces, scenes), it is relatively insensitive to stimulus complex-

ity or repetition (Codispoti et al., 2006), and thus, should

serve as an informative index of students’ emotional re-

sponse even to simple feedback stimuli.

In order to differentiate the two proposed mechanisms

by which the emotional response to feedback may influence

learning success under ST (i.e. disengagement from learning

vs interference with learning from distracting thoughts),

our learning opportunity took the form of an interactive

math tutor where post-error problem-solving informa-

tion would only be revealed by the participant’s active

engagement. Specifically, strategies for solving a given prob-

lem type appeared only when students made mouse clicks

within the tutor framework. In addition, because we did

not inform students that they would need to learn this

information for an upcoming retest, they would not have

expected any immediate negative consequences for

disengaging from the tutor before all steps had been fully

explored. As such, the proportion of tutor steps partici-

pants chose to examine served as a straightforward meas-

ure of their ‘quantity’ of knowledge seeking following

errors, and thus, would be sensitive to disengagement

from active learning. On the other hand, if attempts at

engagement were rendered ineffective because of interfer-

ence from distracting thoughts, we might find that even

extensive tutor exploration would result in little error cor-

rection. In other words, this type of interference would not

necessarily reduce students’ motivation to explore the tutor,

but it would reduce the ‘quality’ of any knowledge seeking

attempts.

By examining both the quantity and quality of tutor pro-

cessing we may gain insight into the means by which emo-

tional processing, as indexed by our ERP measures, may

influence learning under ST. An understanding of these

emotion-cognition relationships could provide a foundation

for interventions that would promote successful learning and

rebound from failure for stereotyped individuals even when

stereotypes are highly salient and unavoidable.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
We tested 71 English-speaking, right-handed, neurologically

healthy, consenting undergraduate females at Columbia

University. Both Caucasians (N¼ 61) and non-Caucasians

(N¼ 10) were tested, although we did not include Asians

given the potential for conflict between gender- and race-

based stereotypes (Shih et al., 1999). After excluding one

student who never used the tutor and three subjects with

EEG recording difficulties, there were 32 and 36 students

in the ST and non-threat (NT) conditions, respectively.
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Design and procedure
The task took place over three days. On the first day, par-

ticipants completed pre-measures including gender and

math identification, and their perception of environmental

stereotype threat (PEST; Good et al., manuscript under

review), a measure of the extent to which participants believe

that people in their environment hold negative stereotypes

about women in math. The second testing session began

with some additional questionnaires assessing mood and

confidence in math ability, after which participants were

prepared for EEG recording (see details below). Once EEG

preparation was complete, participants were first instructed

about the procedure for the math tasks (see details below),

and then received either the ST or NT framing (see details

below). Participants completed 48 math problems while

EEG was recorded. Approximately 24 h later, participants

returned for the third session, during which they were pre-

sented with a surprise retest of math problems that were

isomorphic to those from the first test (i.e. involving iden-

tical concepts but using different numbers). Some students

reported suspicions that they might be given more math

questions during this final session, but none reported

expecting to be retested on the original problem set or

having used the tutorial for that purpose. At the conclusion

of the retest, participants answered some manipulation

check questions, and reported their math SAT score

(Table 1).

Math task and procedure
We created 48 multiple-choice GRE-like math questions and

48 isomorphic ‘yokes’. Each question tapped a different

math concept in order to strengthen inferences about the

relationship between tutor use on a given problem and

likelihood of solving a yoked retest question. For each ques-

tion, a tutorial was created that provided students with a

step-wise solution for that problem. Solutions were either

3-steps (32 problems) or 4-steps (16 problems) depending

on problem complexity.

At first test, the math problems were randomly presented

in 4 blocks of 12 questions. Each trial began with the pres-

entation of a math problem (see Figure 1A for illustration of

a trial sequence). Participants then had 1-min to click on

their multiple-choice answer. After the answer was recorded,

they rated their confidence in their answer on a Likert scale

Table 1 Subject characteristics

Stereotype threat Non-threat Significance testing

Better learners Poorer learners Better learners Poorer learners Threat (T) Learn (L) TxL

Demographic
N 16 16 18 18
Age (years) 20.2 (0.46) 20.3 (0.46) 20.7 (0.43) 19.9 (0.43)
Education (years)a 14.3 (0.32) 14.3 (0.32) 14.4 (0.31) 14.2 (0.31)
Gender IDb 6.4 (0.29) 6.3 (0.29) 5.8 (0.27) 6.4 (0.27)

Math characteristics
Math SAT 689.4 (16.7) 701.3 (16.7) 674.4 (16.7) 705.6 (16.7)
Math confidencec 3.2 (1.0) 2.8 (1.0) 4.4 (0.98) 1.9 (0.98)
Math IDd 7.3 (0.68) 8.5 (0.68) 9.0 (0.64) 7.6 (0.64) *
PESTe 4.1 (0.43) 4.7 (0.43) 4.8 (0.40) 4.5 (0.40)

State-trait anxiety index (STAI)f

Pre-instruction 1.8 (0.12) 1.7 (0.11) 1.6 (0.11) 1.6 (0.11)
Post-test 2.0 (0.11) 1.8 (0.11) 1.6 (0.10) 1.6 (0.10) **

Post-test perceptions
First-test difficultyg 4.8 (0.27) 4.8 (0.27) 1.7 (0.25) 1.2 (0.25) *
Expectationh 5.1 (0.21) 5.1 (0.21) 4.3 (0.39) 4.6 (0.39) **
MC: math IQi 4.8 (0.27) 4.8 (0.27) 1.7 (0.25) 1.2 (0.25) **
MC: gender Differencesj 5.2 (0.27) 5.0 (0.27) 1.7 (0.25) 1.3 (0.25) **
MC: problem solvingk 4.9 (0.26) 4.2 (0.26) 5.7 (0.24) 5.9 (0.24) **

Note: Mean� s.e.m.,*P� 0.05, **P� 0.01. aYears of education. Year in college was added to an assumed 12 years of pre-college education. bGender identity. Average rating on
four questions (e.g. Being a woman is an important reflection of who I am), scaled from 1 (strongly disagree) to 8 (strongly agree); two questions were reverse coded.
cConfidence in math ability. Total sum of ratings across three questions (e.g. When I get new math material, I’m usually sure I will be able to learn it), each scaled from �3 (low
confidence) to þ3 (high confidence). Overall values could thus range from �9 (low confidence) to þ9 (high confidence). dIdentification with the math domain. Average rating
on five questions (e.g. Is your math ability important to you?), scaled from 1 (not at all) to 15 (extremely). ePerception of environmental stereotype threat. Average rating on six
questions (e.g. In the context of math abilities, other people believe that females can do just as well as males in mathematics.), scaled from 1 (strongly agree) to 8 (strongly
disagree). fState anxiety portion of the state-trait anxiety index (STAI). Average rating on 20 questions (e.g. I feel nervous), scaled from 1 (not at all) to 4 (very much so). g‘In
general, how difficult did you find the first set of math problems?’ Rating scale: 1 (not at all) to 15 (extremely). h‘What did you think were the expectations of the experimenters
regarding the performance of male students relative to female students?’ Rating scale: 1 (females would perform better) to 7 (males would perform better). iThreat manipulation
check. ‘The purpose of these math problems was to measure my math intelligence.’ Rating scale for this and all manipulation check (MC) questions (i–k): 1 (strongly disagree) to
6 (strongly agree).jThreat manipulation check. ‘The purpose of these math problems was to measure gender differences.’ kNon-threat manipulation check. ‘The purpose of these
math problems was to investigate psychological factors involved in problem solving.’
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ranging from 1 (not at all sure correct) to 4 (very sure cor-

rect). A crosshair fixation appeared for 2.5 s, followed by

accuracy feedback presented for 1 s. A green asterisk and a

high tone or a red asterisk and a low tone indicated correct

or incorrect responses, respectively. A second crosshair fix-

ation then appeared for 2.5 s, followed by the correct answer

for 1 s. Finally, the interactive math tutor appeared for a

duration that was self-terminated by the student. Figure 1B

shows an example of the tutor before any clicks were made.

Figure 1C provides an example of what was shown for that

item if Step 1 and More 1 were clicked.

To make the first test suitably challenging, mean difficulty

within a block was set at �65%, using difficulty ratings ob-

tained through a prior normative study conducted with male

and female Columbia University undergraduates (N¼ 434)

under NT, untimed conditions. For the present study, we

only included questions that did not show gender differences

in the normative sample.

Retest and first-test procedures were identical, with the

exception that no tutors were offered during the retest and

EEG was recorded only during first test. For each yoked pair

of math problems, the order in which the items were pre-

sented across first test and retest was randomized across

subjects.

ST manipulation
The first test began with visually displayed ST or NT instruc-

tions concurrently spoken by a recorded male voice. This

manipulation was similar to that used in previous studies

(Spencer et al., 1999). Specifically, the ST instructions

stressed that math intelligence/ability would be assessed

(‘our aim is to understand what makes some people better

at math than others’), and that participants’ performance

would be compared to others (‘we will be comparing your

score to other students for the purpose of studying gender

differences in math’). Students also explicitly indicated

their gender. In contrast, the NT condition explicitly de-

emphasized ability comparisons (‘the purpose of this study

is not to see how smart you are’), and stressed an interest in

problem-solving (‘rather, we want to examine psychological

processes associated with effortful problem solving’). The

potential for gender differences was also explicitly minimized

(‘analysis of thousands of students’ results has shown that

males and females perform equally well on this problem

set’), and students did not indicate their gender at the start

of the test (see Supplementary Data for verbatim instruc-

tions). A brief version of the relevant instruction was

repeated at the start of each block, as well as at the beginning

of the retest.

A

B C

Fig. 1 Trial structure. (A) Schematic of a first-test trial when the answer was incorrect. Subjects selected a multiple-choice answer within a 1m time limit, then were given
unlimited time to judge their confidence in that answer using a 4-point scale (1¼ guess, 2¼ unsure, 3¼ sure, 4¼ very sure). After confidence was entered, the feedback
sequence automatically commenced. During accuracy feedback, the red asterisk associated with negative feedback was accompanied by a low tone. If the subject’s answer had
been correct, all feedback components would have been identical except that accuracy feedback would have been a green asterisk and high tone. (B) Example of initial screen of
the tutor for problem shown in (A). This initial screen showed the correct answer, placeholders for the steps, a link to the original question (‘review problem’), and a yellow arrow
in the lower right corner used to advance to the next trial. Problems with a graphical element would show this element in the upper right corner. (C) Example of tutor for
problems shown in (A) when Step 1 and its associated ‘More’ had been revealed. Clicking on a step revealed a key procedure in general conceptual terms, and activated the link
to an associated ‘More’, which if clicked, revealed concrete procedural details of that step.
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As shown in Table 1, the subjective experience of the par-

ticipants indicated that the ST manipulation appeared to

have functioned as intended. Students in the ST condition

reporting greater overall levels of post-retest anxiety, greater

difficulty with the first-test, and greater likelihood of per-

ceiving the experimenter to be biased (i.e. expecting that

males would perform better than females). The effectiveness

of the manipulation was further verified by the pattern of

students’ ratings on the manipulation check questions.

EEG recording and measurement
Continuous EEG was recorded during the first test from

64 sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes with an A/D conversion

rate of 500 Hz and band-pass of DC-100 Hz. Impedance

was kept below 11 kV. EEG was initially referenced to Cz

and converted to an average reference off-line. We compen-

sated for blinks and other eye movement artifacts with

PCA-derived ocular components. Off-line, EEG was cut

into 1100 ms epochs starting 100 ms prior to the feedback

onset. Following baseline correction, we rejected epochs con-

taining excessive noise (�120 mV), applied 0.15 Hz

high-pass and 35 Hz low-pass, zero-phase filters, and then

averaged to create the ERPs.

To increase signal-to-noise ratios, we excluded partici-

pants with less than nine trials (Olvet and Hajcak 2009),

resulting in elimination from the EEG analysis of two NT

subjects who erred on less than nine first-test questions.

These subjects were included in our behavioral analysis so

as not to bias the NT group against better performers. There

were no significant differences in trial count between groups

for either negative (average¼�18 trials) or positive (aver-

age¼�25 trials) feedback.

Measurement of the FRN and P3a were based on mean

amplitudes at Fz from 250 to 298 ms and from 300 to

400 ms, respectively (Mangels et al., 2006; Van Meel and

Van Heijningen 2010). Although the LPP also emerges

around 250 ms, we attempted to minimize its overlap with

the P3a by focusing our analysis from 400 to 1000 ms, at its

Cz maximum (Hajcak et al., 2010).

Data analysis
We took both univariate and multivariate approaches to

understand the relationship between the feedback response

(ERP), tutor use and successful learning as a function of ST.

Specific details of how each type of analysis was conducted

are provided in each corresponding Results section. Here, we

describe aspects of the analysis that were common across

both approaches.

First, we defined successful learning in both analyses as the

proportion of isomorphic retest items where the subject had:

(i) made some attempt to use the tutor after making the

error at first test (i.e. at least one click in the tutor environ-

ment) and (ii) successfully solved the isomorphic problem

at retest with greater than guessing levels of confidence (i.e.

confidence >1). These criteria increased the likelihood that

accurate error correction would be linked to the successful

application of problem solving strategies learned or refreshed

during tutor exploration, rather than a lucky guess or

retrieval-exclusive processes.

Math SAT and first test accuracy were included as control

variables in both analyses. In the univariate analysis, Math

SAT was served as a covariate in all analyses of first-test

performance, tutor use and retest performance, given the

potential for pre-existing knowledge to influence these vari-

ables. First-test performance was included as a covariate in

analyses involving the ERPs of interest or retest performance,

but not for analyses involving tutor use. The number of

errors experienced at first test could have influenced both

students’ affective experience in the task and the amount

of information they needed to learn and retrieve. Indeed, it

served as a significant covariate in our analysis of overall

retest accuracy (P < 0.05) and a marginally significant cov-

ariate in our analysis of successful learning (P¼ 0.1). First-

test performance was included as a covariate for analyses of

the FRN, P3a and LPP, given that the amplitude of these

waveforms may be larger when the subjective probability of

an error is lower (Holroyd and Coles, 2002; Butterfield and

Mangels, 2003; Ito et al., 2004; Iwanaga and Nittono, 2010).

Indeed, it served as a significant covariate for all ERP ana-

lyses (all F’s > 4, P’s < 0.05). In the multivariate model, these

control variables (Math SAT and first-test performance)

were included as separate paths to each of the relevant

outcome variables.

RESULTS
Univariate analyses
Our univariate approach primarily assessed the overall ef-

fects of ST on our measures of interest. In addition, in order

to capture how each of these measures may be related to

successful learning and rebound from failure, these analyses

included an individual differences measure of ‘learning

success’, whereby subjects were characterized as ‘better’ or

‘poorer’ learners based on a post hoc median split of the

residuals for retest error correction after regressing out

Math SAT and first-test performance (with group means

added back: ST median¼ 0.47; NT median¼ 0.48).

This individual differences variable of ‘learning success’

can be viewed as a between-subjects adaptation of the sub-

sequent memory paradigm commonly used to isolate the

neural correlates of successful encoding processes (Paller

and Wagner, 2002). Thus, all univariate analyses were con-

ducted with 2 (threat: ST vs NT)� 2 (learning: better learn-

ers vs poorer learners) mixed-measures ANOVAs/ANCOVAs

(see above for further description of covariates).

Gender and math-relevant individual differences
As shown in Table 1, Gender Identification did not differ as a

function of either ST or subsequent learning success.

Perceptions of others’ stereotypes about females’ abilities

relative to males’ in math (PEST) were also similar across
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groups, as were students’ Math SAT and confidence in math

ability. However, math identification demonstrated a signifi-

cant interaction between ST and learning, F(1, 64)¼ 3.9,

P¼ 0.05. Under NT, better learners reported marginally

higher math identification than poorer learners (P < 0.09).

In addition, although under ST, better and poorer learners

did not differ from each other, the better learners under

ST reported significantly lower math identification than

better learners in the NT condition (P < 0.04). This latter

result is generally consistent with past findings that higher

math identification increases susceptibility to ST effects

(e.g. Aronson et al., 1999; Spencer et al., 1999).

First-test and retest performance
Replicating the typical effect in the literature, ST suppressed

females’ overall performance on the initial test [Table 2;

main effect of ST: F(1, 63)¼ 4.3, P < 0.05]. However, there

was no effect of ST either on overall retest performance

(Table 2; P > 0.5) or our measure of tutor-based error cor-

rection (i.e. proportion corrected at retest with greater than

guessing level of confidence, following some use of the tutor;

P > 0.8).1

These results affirm that some females were able take ad-

vantage of tutorial opportunities and rebound from math

failures even under threat (see also Good et al., 2008).

Indeed, within the ST group, some individuals achieved

more successful outcomes than others, despite starting

from nearly identical levels of first-test impairment. Did

the presence of ST create a specific emotional burden that

some were able to overcome in order to successfully learn

from the tutor? Was the emotional burden of the feedback

more of a factor in determining rebound from error under

ST than under NT? We addressed these questions by first

examining the ERP response to performance feedback.

ERP responses to performance feedback
Given our interest in understanding how ST influences error

processing, we focused our analyses on the difference waves

created by subtracting positive from negative feedback (for

raw waveforms see Supplementary Data). This subtraction

highlights any differential salience associated with negative

feedback by treating the positive feedback response as a base-

line against which the negative feedback response is

compared.

These difference waves clearly illustrate the negative-going

FRN and positive-going P3a [t-tests against baseline: FRNdiff,

t(78)¼�2.79, P < 0.01; P3adiff, t(78)¼ 2.30, P < 0.05;

Figure 2A–C]. Yet, neither ST nor learning success were

associated with significant modulations of these waveforms

(main effects and interactions: all P’s > 0.3). Despite the

appearance of an enhanced P3adiff in poorer learners under

ST, exploratory pair-wise comparisons between better and

poorer learners as a function of threat condition confirmed

that there were no significant differences as a function of

learning success.

In contrast, learning success was directly related to the

more sustained attention and emotional arousal processes

as indexed by the LPP. An enhanced LPPdiff was found

in poorer learners only [Figure 2D; main effect of learning:

Table 2 First test and retest performance, error correction at retest, and tutor use

Stereotype threat Non-threat Significance testing

Better learners Poorer learners Better learners Poorer learners Threat (T) Learn (L) TxL

First testa

P(correct) 0.54 (0.02) 0.56 (0.02) 0.61 (0.02) 0.59 (0.02) *
Confidence (all) 2.7 (0.10) 2.7 (0.10) 2.8 (0.09) 2.8 (0.09)
Confidence (errors) 2.2 (0.09) 2.2 (0.09) 2.2 (0.09) 2.1 (0.09)
Time to solve problem (s) 36.5 (1.3) 37.6 (1.3) 36.9 (1.2) 37.1 (1.2)

Retestb

P (correct) 0.67 (0.02) 0.66 (0.02) 0.68 (0.02) 0.64 (0.02)
P (corrected|guesses excluded, tutor entered)c 0.60 (0.03) 0.30 (0.04) 0.60 (0.03) 0.29 (0.03) **

Tutor use (after errors only)a

P (tutors entered)d 0.63 (0.07) 0.61 (0.07) 0.69 (0.06) 0.58 (0.06)
P (clicks made|tutor entry)e 0.72 (0.04) 0.72 (0.04) 0.83 (0.04) 0.67 (0.04) * *

Note: Mean (� s.e.m.), *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. aAnalyzed with 2 (ST vs NT)� 2 (better learners vs poorer learners) ANCOVAs using math SAT as a covariate. bAnalyzed with 2 (ST
vs NT) x 2 (better learners vs poorer learners) ANCOVAs using math SAT and first-test accuracy as covariates. cProportion of items incorrect at first test and but corrected at retest
with confidence greater than a guess, and where at least one click was made somewhere in the tutor environment before continuing to the next problem. This is the metric that
was used to stratify subjects into better and poorer learners, and was used in the SEM. dProportion of all tutor opportunities following errors where subjects made at least one
click somewhere in the tutor environment before continuing to the next problem. eProportion of combined ‘steps’ and ‘mores’ (i.e. clicks) out of all possible clicks for tutors where
at least one click had been made (i.e. tutor entry). Note that only information from one ‘more’ can be present on the screen at any time, whereas all ‘steps’ can be present on the
screen at the same time (i.e. a previous ‘step’ does not disappear from the screen when the next ‘step’ is clicked). As a result, the value for proportion of total clicks could be >1
for a given item if a subject were to click on all ‘steps’ and ‘mores’, then return to one or more ‘mores’ that they visited earlier in the tutor experience.

1 ST also did not affect the small likelihood of correcting items based either on a lucky guess (i.e. proportion

corrected with guessing level of confidence; all F’s < 2, P’s > 0.2; ST better learners: M¼ 0.04, ST poorer

learners: M¼ 0.05; NT better learners: M¼ 0.04; NT poorer learners: M¼ 0.07) or on other, non-tutor based

processes (i.e. proportion corrected with greater than guessing level of confidence without use of the tutor; all

F’s < 1, P’s > 0.3; ST better learners: M¼ 0.19, ST poorer learners: M¼ 0.21; NT better learners: M¼ 0.14;

NT poorer learners: M¼ 0.29).
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F(1, 61)¼ 9.0, P < 0.005], supporting the general hypoth-

esis that sustained emotional processing of negative feed-

back would interfere with learning success. Although no

significant effects of ST nor interactions between threat

and learning were found (F’s < 1, P’s > 0.3), exploratory

pair-wise comparisons indicated that ST was largely driving

this effect (P¼ 0.008; Figure 2E), even though a similar

trend could be found under NT (P¼ 0.1; Figure 2F).2 This

finding suggests that stereotypes may indeed selectively

increase the emotional burden of negative feedback on

learning.

Engagement with tutor following errors
Our analysis of tutor use took a hierarchical approach. First,

we asked whether the frequency with which students made

some attempt to investigate the tutor (i.e. by making at least

one click in the tutor environment) differed as a function of

threat or learning success. As shown in Table 2, there were

no significant group differences in the basic measure of tutor

entry. However, when we probed the depth of tutor engage-

ment for tutors that were entered, we found that deeper

exploration within the tutor led to greater overall success

in solving isomorphic retest problems [main effect of learn-

ing success; F(1, 63)¼ 4.10, P < 0.05]. This effect was mod-

erated by the presence of threat [interaction; F(1, 63)¼ 4.45,

P < 0.05], in that the quantity of exploration was related to

error correction only under NT (P < 0.01). Under ST, better

and poorer learners appeared to make similar efforts to in-

vestigate the tutor, at a level that was marginally shallower

than the better learners under NT (P < 0.07), but did not

differ from the poorer learners under NT. This suggests

that poorer learners in the ST condition were retaining less

information from their investigation of the tutor than were

the better learners in this condition.

Structural equation modeling of retest success
To provide a more comprehensive picture of how emotion-

cognition interactions influenced learning success and were

influenced by ST, we conducted structural equation model-

ing (SEM) of the paths to retest success. Here, we focused

on the relationships between feedback processing, tutor

use and error correction, and as such, we did not include

individual difference variables or post-test perceptions.

Separate analyses were conducted on the ST and NT condi-

tions in order to determine whether their paths to learning

differed.

The main advantage of the SEM analysis was that we

could independently test whether increased salience of the

error was related to decreased error correction through a

decrease in the quantity of tutor engagement (i.e. mediated

model), as predicted by the disengagement hypothesis,

or whether sustained attention to the thoughts and emo-

tions elicited by this feedback directly interfered with learn-

ing success, as predicted by the interference hypothesis.

Specifically, we predicted that disengagement would be evi-

dent in paths linking larger FRNdiff or P3adiff effects to lower

error correction that were significantly mediated through

quantity of tutor use. In contrast, we predicted that inter-

ference from sustained processing would be reflected in a

significant path linking a larger LPPdiff directly to decreased

error correction, in the absence of a significant mediated

path through quantity of tutor use. This pattern would

indicate that distraction by sustained attention toward the

negative feedback rendered the actual quantity of tutor

engagement irrelevant.

A D

E FB C

Fig. 2 Event-related potential responses to accuracy feedback as a function of stereotype threat (ST: stereotype threat; NT: non-threat) and learning success (BL: better learners;
PL: poorer learners), highlighting the difference waves (negative feedback–positive feedback) for each group. (A) Grand mean waveforms for FRN and P3a difference waves at
their Fz maximum. Positive voltages are plotted up. (B) Range-scaled voltage spline map of the scalp distribution of the FRNdiff, with the Fz electrode highlighted in green. (C) As
in (B), but for the P3adiff. (D) As in (A), but for the late positive potential (LPP), shown at its Cz maximum. Voltage spline maps of the LPPdiff for poorer learners under ST (E) and
NT (F) conditions, with the Cz electrode highlighted in green.

2 ANCOVAs of the 400–700 ms and 700–1000 ms segments yielded identical patterns of results to the

400–1000 ms epoch.
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With regard to choosing which ERP components to in-

clude in our model, Model 1 included only the LPPdiff, given

that it was the only ERP component to demonstrate a sig-

nificant relationship to learning in the univariate analysis.

However, Model 2 (Figure 3A) additionally included the

FRNdiff and P3adiff, in order to determine if these compo-

nents were related to learning success, but through quantity

of tutor use, which could not have been assessed through the

univariate approach. Both models included the control vari-

ables (first-test accuracy, Math SAT), and paths representing

the hierarchical relationship between tutor entry and tutor

engagement, given that engagement was measured only for

the subset of tutors that had been entered. AMOS was used

to conduct maximum likelihood parameter estimations on

resulting variance-covariance matrices.

Multiple goodness-of-fit indices were used to determine

whether Model 1 or 2 (Table 3) provided a better fit to the

data. After finding that the more inclusive model (Model 2)

was a better fit for the ST condition (RMSEA < 0.05), we

further improved this model fit for each condition by elim-

inating any paths with P > 0.1. Given the exploratory nature

of these models, we opted to retain marginally significant

paths (Supplementary Table S1 for full details of Model 2

paths). The results of trimming are reflected in what we refer

to as Model 3 for each condition (Figure 3B and C).

As can be seen by comparing the optimized models for ST

(Figure 3B) and NT (Figure 3C), the response to negative

feedback played a much greater role in determining error

correction success under ST than under NT conditions.

Under ST, the initial detection of the negative outcome, as

indexed by the amplitude of the FRNdiff, significantly pre-

dicted how deeply females attempted to explore the tutor,

with those who had a more negative-going FRNdiff with-

drawing effort from the tutor earlier. Tutor engagement

then marginally predicted error correction.3 Taken together,

these results lend some support to the disengagement hy-

pothesis, in that they revealed a mediated relationship be-

tween the FRNdiff and error correction that was not apparent

in our univariate analyses. In contrast, the significant direct

path from the LPPdiff to error correction under ST is more

consistent with the interference hypothesis, and suggests that

sustained emotional processing interfered with the quality of

information extracted from the tutor.

These results suggest that ST can undermine learning

through either reduced quality or quantity of tutor engage-

ment, and furthermore, that these effects are linked to dif-

ferent components of the emotional response to negative

feedback. Although we acknowledge that the FRNdiff and

P3adiff also demonstrated marginally significant direct

paths to learning outcome under ST, it is also important

to note that these paths accounted for much less variance

than the direct path between the LPPdiff and error correction.

Perhaps even stronger evidence that the FRNdiff and LPPdiff

were related to different maladptive learning strategies,

however, is the finding that under ST, a more negative-going

FRNdiff was associated with a smaller positive-going LPPdiff.

Thus, ST did not simply increase all aspects of emo-

tional processing of negative feedback uniformly. Rather, it

was those individuals who demonstrated the largest initial

response to the negative feedback who appear to have

been the most motivated to disengage further attention

from either this information, as indicated by their smaller

LPPdiff, or any other reminders of their poor performance on

that problem (i.e. the tutor).

In contrast to the effects of the response to negative feed-

back on learning under ST, the only significant predictor of

error correction under NT was the quantity of explor-

ation within the tutor. This suggests that whatever parts of

the tutor students in this condition opted to explore were

encoded deeply, without the interference experienced by stu-

dents in the ST condition. Furthermore, when these students

opted to withdraw ‘earlier’ from the tutor it did not appear

to be negatively related to their emotional response to the

error, at least as measured by the ERPs of interest.

Accuracy

FRN

P3a

LPP

Tutor Entry

Tutor 
Engagement

Math SAT

Error
Correction

ERP Feedback 
Response (diff)

Tutor 
Engagement

Retest Control
Variable A

B

C

p≥0.1 p≤0.05 p≤0.01

First Test

Accuracy

P3a

LPP

Tutor Entry

Tutor 
Engagement

Math SAT

Error
Correction

.71

.11

-.07

.29
.57

.33

-.29

.39

-.20

.59

.34

.05

.24

.26

-.46

-.35
.33FRN

p≤0.1

FRN Tutor Entry

Tutor 
Engagement

Math SAT

Error
Correction

-.12

.69

.51

.14

.37

-.05

.25

.36

.20
.77

P3a

Accuracy

Fig. 3 Model testing. (A) Hypothesized model showing all paths tested in the more
inclusive model (model 2; model 1 included all paths except those involving the
FRNdiff and P3adiff). All measures were defined in the same way as in the univariate
analysis (see text). (B) Model 3, optimized for the ST condition, and showing all paths
retained with standardized regression weights. Significance levels are illustrated
graphically by line thickness. (C) As in (B), but for the NT condition.

3 The relationship between quantity of tutor use and error correction may have been weakened somewhat by

the concurrent presence of direct paths between the LPPdiff and error correction, which we argue relates to the

quality of information extracted from the tutor.
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Finally, we note that Math SAT was unrelated to learning

success under NT conditions, but was the best predictor

of outcome under ST. In the presence of ST, better Math

SAT scores were also associated with less tutor use. One

interpretation of these results is that greater pre-existing

math ability necessitated less reliance on the tutor, and per-

haps provided some protection against ST overall. However,

given that the Math SAT cannot be viewed as an entirely

context-free measure of ability (Walton and Spencer,

2009), its relationship to learning success may simply reflect

similarity between the Math SAT and math testing under

explicit ST conditions (Danaher and Crandall, 2008).

Students who have adopted strategies enabling them to

take tests well under ST could therefore demonstrate their

ability on both the Math SAT and in the current study.

Importantly, under NT, engagement with the tutor super-

seded the influence of prior standardized test performance in

predicting the rebound from errors, even though math SAT

was still a strong predictor of students’ initial test

performance.

DISCUSSION
In the presence of negative stereotypes about their math

ability, females fulfilled this prophecy by underperforming

on a math test compared to their unthreatened peers. Yet, an

equivalent percentage of individuals in both ST and NT

groups were able to demonstrate successful learning on a

surprise retest a day later. Our main finding was that the

paths to this successful learning differed as a function of ST,

with threat increasing the dependence between females’

emotional response to negative performance feedback and

their error correction success. Specifically, females who

demonstrated evidence of enhanced initial detection of nega-

tive outcomes (i.e. FRNdiff), perhaps stemming from greater

overall vigilance for ability-impugning information, disen-

gaged earliest from their exploration of subsequent learning

opportunities, whereas those who demonstrated poorer

regulation of their attention to and arousal from the negative

feedback (i.e. LPPdiff) failed to receive significant learning

benefits from any tutorial information they may have

explored. Neutralizing threat not only liberated learning

from dependence on these emotional responses, but also

from prior measures of ability (i.e. Math SAT), leaving learn-

ing success to be determined by other factors, such as intrin-

sic motivation to investigate new approaches to math

problems, which may have been rooted in higher identifica-

tion with the math domain.

These results are broadly consistent with recent fMRI

findings that females’ threat-induced performance deficits

on math-relevant tasks are related to increased activity in

neural regions associated with emotional conflict and its

regulation, including the ventral anterior cingulate cortex

(Wraga et al., 2007; Krendl et al., 2008). They also provide

empirical support for theoretical models of ST that place

emotional salience, and its consequent regulation, as medi-

ators of the amount of the cognitive resources that remain

available for performance on diagnostic tasks (Schmader

et al., 2008). Importantly, however, we demonstrate for the

first time that these emotional responses can disrupt not

only initial performance but also learning. These findings

also lend support to general feedback theories that model

negative feedback as harmful rather than helpful to learning

if it directs attention away from the task and toward pro-

cessing of the individual’s affective experience (Kluger and

DeNisi, 1996).

In addition, our findings begin to unpack the different

mechanisms by which emotion might impact learning

under ST. We found evidence for both disengagement and

interference as disruptive mechanisms for learning, as well as

evidence that these processes were associated with partially

dissociable aspects of students’ emotional response to nega-

tive feedback. The LPP, which has served as a sensitive index

of up- or down-regulation of sustained emotional arousal in

previous studies (Hajcak et al., 2010), demonstrated the

strongest relationship to interference with learning in the

present study. The stronger relationship between interfer-

ence and the LPPdiff, compared to the FRNdiff or P3adiff, is

highly consistent with a recent study finding that the LPP

was better than the P3 at predicting the extent to which

emotional stimuli interfered with processing of subsequent

neutral targets (Weinberg and Hajcak, 2011). Our find-

ings are also consistent with research showing that emo-

tion regulation strategies that occur as a reaction to

an emotionally-arousing event (i.e. rumination and

Table 3 Model testing

�2 DF P �2/DF CFI NFI RMSEA Pclose AIC

Stereotype threat (N¼ 32)
Model 1 5.08 4.00 0.28 1.27 0.97 0.89 0.09 0.32 51.08
Model 2 5.57 6.00 0.47 0.93 1.00 0.93 0.00 0.52 81.57
Model 3 7.10 11.00 0.79 0.65 1.00 0.91 0.00 0.83 73.10

Non-threat (N¼ 34)
Model 1 3.10 4.00 0.54 0.78 1.00 0.94 0.00 0.58 49.10
Model 2 7.21 6.00 0.30 1.20 0.99 0.93 0.08 0.35 83.21
Model 3 9.61 11.00 0.57 0.87 1.00 0.90 0.00 0.63 57.61
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suppression), can impair working memory and long-term

memory (Richards and Gross, 2000, 2006; Bonanno et al.,

2004). Moreover, these maladaptive strategies may be dir-

ectly responsible for performance deficits under ST (Beilock

et al., 2007; Johns et al., 2008).

More counterintuitive is the finding that the relatively fast,

automatic processing of error salience indexed by the FRN

predicted disengagement from learning. Although this find-

ing fits well with vigilance-avoidance models of anxiety regu-

lation (Mogg et al., 2004), to the extent that the FRN indexes

the magnitude of conflict between actual and desired task

outcome, it is conceivable that it would have been positively

related to the motivation to correct errors. Indeed, some

studies with non-anxious individuals have found that the

FRN predicts behavioral changes that result in improved

performance, such as post-error slowing (Cavanagh et al.,

2010), or switching from incorrect to correct response pat-

terns (Cohen and Ranganath, 2007). The error-related nega-

tivity (ERN), a related index of response-based conflict with

a similar generator in anterior cingulate cortex (Potts et al.,

2010), also has demonstrated a positive relationship to

self-regulatory processes including better everyday stress

regulation (Compton et al., 2008), and better academic

grades (Hirsh and Inzlicht, 2010). To our knowledge, how-

ever, the FRN has only been found to predict beneficial be-

havioral adaptation in probabilistic learning tasks where the

correct response is implicit in the error feedback and re-

quires no knowledge-seeking effort. Indeed, past studies

have often failed to find a significant relationship between

the FRN and explicit seeking and learning of new informa-

tion (Butterfield and Mangels, 2003; Mangels et al., 2006;

Chase et al., 2010). In addition, we offer the suggestion

that the ERN may be more predictive of beneficial

self-regulation in various contexts because it is itself an

index of the ability to internally monitor performance,

whereas the FRN occurs in response to externally provided

error signals.

For a female under ST, the amplitude of the FRN elicited

by these external indicators of poor performance may be

related to the degree of anxiety provoked by the

stereotype-confirming message they send. Those stereotyped

females who were most sensitive to this ability-impugning

feedback may have then attempted to manage their anxiety

by actively avoiding whatever aspects of the task they

could�principally by limiting their exploration of the

tutor. In contrast, for females under NT conditions, rapid

registration of an error may not necessarily lead to an anx-

ious response, and thus the amplitude of the FRN will have

little influence on either their engagement with learning

opportunities or their success of encoding this information

into long-term memory (see also Mangels et al., 2001;

Butterfield and Mangels, 2003). However, we acknowledge

that a disengagement strategy might have been less likely to

occur overall if the learning information either had been

passively presented, or students had known of the upcoming

retest. Nonetheless, a previous study found that even when

they knew of an upcoming competition, athletes under ST

sometimes actively avoided a learning opportunity (i.e. prac-

tice)�a self-handicapping strategy that they thought would

help them cope with performance-related anxiety (Stone,

2002). By this view, both the FRN and LPP served as indices

of maladaptive emotion regulation strategies, but the FRN

was associated with avoidance of learning-relevant informa-

tion (i.e. the tutor) that also put students at risk of reinfor-

cing the threat of low ability, whereas the LPP was associated

with excessive attention to the threat-relevant information

itself (i.e. the negative feedback).

Understanding the emotion-cognition interactions re-

sponsible for compromised learning under ST can provide

a starting point for interventions aimed at breaking the cycle

of poor performance and poor learning that may fuel further

stereotyping. In particular, our results suggest that individ-

uals under ST could benefit from strategies aimed at helping

individuals reappraise the arousal resulting from negative

feedback as arising from something other than a lack of

ability. In general, strategies that minimize the emotional

response by preemptively altering the meaning of the stimu-

lus and/or how attention is deployed to that stimulus are

often the most effective in reducing interference from emo-

tionally arousing events (Gross, 1998, 2002; Ochsner and

Gross, 2005). Although these types of antecedent-focused

strategies require some cognitive resources, they do not re-

quire the continuous self-monitoring and self-regulation

associated with response-based strategies such as suppres-

sion, and therefore are not generally associated with cogni-

tive costs (Richards and Gross, 2000; Dillon et al., 2007).

Correspondingly, recent studies have shown that task fram-

ing aimed at encouraging individuals to cognitively re-

appraise the source of their anxiety or arousal as stemming

from something other than poor ability have been successful

in reducing stereotype-threat induced performance decre-

ments (Ben-Zeev et al., 2005; Johns et al., 2005, 2008).

Indeed, it is possible that those individuals in the present

study who had smaller LPPs were those who spontaneously

used these types of antecedent-focused cognitive reappraisal

strategies, allowing them to more rapidly redirect attention

toward learning corrective information following negative

feedback.

Finally, although it was beyond the scope of the present

study to conduct a full investigation all the individual dif-

ferences that might explain the variability we observed in

stigmatized females’ feedback responses, our data suggest

that stronger identification with math led to poorer learning

under ST (see also Aronson et al., 1999; Spencer et al., 1999),

but fostered learning when threat was minimized. Under ST,

greater identification would have likely increased the salience

of signals of poor ability, and thus, the potential for such

signals to disrupt subsequent learning. In contrast, under NT

conditions, negative feedback may only signal failure to cor-

rectly solve a particular problem, rather than broader deficits
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in ability, allowing investment in the domain to positively

motivate an approach toward the solution to that problem.

The relative costs and benefits of math identification as a

function of ST provide additional evidence for the import-

ance of destigmatizing classroom environments, but leave

open the question of how to mitigate the vulnerability of

math-identified females in contexts where ST may be salient

and unavoidable. However, if we consider that ST may tem-

porarily induce a performance-focused mindset (Aronson

et al., 2002; Good et al., 2003; Dar-Nimrod and Heine,

2006; Blackwell et al., 2007), then interventions that re-

inforce the belief that intelligence can be enhanced through

learning-oriented effort may be effective. Indeed, this type of

mindset may function as a type of antecedent cognitive reap-

prasial strategy that could both minimize the initial sting of

negative outcomes and keep attention focused outwardly

toward learning-relevant information, rather than inwardly

toward one’s affective response (see also Good et al., 2003;

Mangels et al., 2006). Insofar as our present results demon-

strate the powerful influence that students’ emotional re-

sponses to negative feedback have on rebound from failure

under ST, future research will be necessary to more directly

address the strategies and mindsets that might promote ef-

fective cognitive reappraisal of arousal and the consequent

benefits to learning in this context.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary data are available at SCAN online.
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